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 Abbreviations 

sMMkt  sUcI sVket s 

adv. adverb
adj. adjective
cf. refer to, compare
e.g. for example
emph. emphatic
fem. feminine
H. Hindi
HH High Honorific (Nepali magnitudes of respect1)
ibid. in the same place previously noted
i.e. that is
inf. infinitive
intrans. intransitive
LH Low Honorific2

lw. low
masc. masculine
MH Medium Honorific3

n. noun
OIA Old Indo-Aryan (Indo-European)
part. participle
pl. plural
pr. present
Sk. Sanskrit
trans. transitive
sing. singular
VHH Very High Honorific4

viz. see
v.s. verbal stem

1 Viz. Personal Pronouns (p. 64)
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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Introduction  
pircy  pry 

The goal of this Nepali grammar is to provide a 
reference to the fundamental Nepali parts of speech, its word 
types, and its rules of word formation. The book begins with a 
brief description of the Devanagari script and of common 
pronunciation rules. Then a brief history of the Nepali 
language is presented. The subsequent chapter on word 
types and origins is followed by a chapter on the parts of 
speech. The remainder of the text concerns Nepali word 
formation and its paradigms. Taken all together, the 
foundation in Nepali grammar is intended to be useful in 
conjunction with other learning materials and literary works.

Regardless of one's level of proficiency, anyone 
wishing to learn the Nepali language will find something of 
interest herein. The use of transliteration is pervasive 
(excepting references) and the descriptions, in most cases, 
make the content available to anyone wishing to use it. The 
paradigms and terminology, described from a traditional 
Nepali grammatical perspective where-ever possible, are 
referenced in order to highlight both similarities and 
differences between the English and Nepali perspectives. 
However, some of the more advanced material will assume 
previous knowledge of Nepali. 

The presentation system used in this reference 
material is my own. The presentation is informed by many 
Nepali grammars, especially those by kffΩNésad prajulI kRƋNpr
sd prjl and BUpit |kal Bpt whkl, as well as many of 
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the other cited references listed in the bibliography. Each 
reference made is meant to provide a further resource for 
examples and descriptions of grammatical paradigms. I  hope 
the reference material as presented is as useful to others as it 
has been for myself. 
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Methodology 
trIka  trk 

The information in this text was collected using several 

methods. I started using simple vocabulary lists compiled 

from Nepali pedagogical materials presented in English. 

Secondly, I looked through various sources (such as 

magazines, popular novels and newspapers in Nepali) for 

words that I considered interesting or useful, or had a high 

frequency of occurrence. These lists were then initially made 

into flash cards for memorization and later compiled into lists. 

The process of looking for new Nepali vocabulary ultimately 

came from trying to read such periodicals as the daily 

newspaper goKRap“ gorKptr. There were also other books, 

mainly dictionaries, used in compiling the vocabulary lists. I 

selected vocabulary found in multiple sources, where its 

frequency of occurrence caused inclusion in my growing lists. 

The word lists began with my Nepali studies with the 

World College West - Study in Nepal Program in 1987. The 

number of flash cards for Nepali vocabulary was starting to fill 

up a large bag. The vocabulary lists themselves were also 

starting to be just as unwieldy. So, as the word lists steadily 

became difficult to manage, I endeavored to put the words 

into a computerized format. 
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During my second stay in Nepal from 1990-1991 I 

discovered many Nepali grammars and dictionaries meant for 

high-school and University Nepali students, mostly written in 

Nepali, such as raío rcna mIQo nwpalI rmro rn mo nepl 
by kffΩNésad prajulIkRƋNprsd prjl. Such grammars 

demonstrate clear rules for how vocabulary could be 

changed, and how the parts of speech are assembled. This 

informed me of the framework that Nepali uses for describing 

itself to its own students. In an attempt to capture the 

uniqueness of these Nepali grammatical categorizations 

along with collected vocabulary, the current presentation was 

born.  
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Devanagari Script devnagrI ilip devngr lp  

And Transliteration vNaR~tr  vrNntr  

devnagrI  devngr is a set of symbols åœr kĩr having 
distinct phonetic values that are joined together to form 
words. Words are written from the left to right on a page, and 
the script normally has a line across the top of words to 
denote syntactic inflection. The characters are meant to be 
phonetic in their representation, such that words are spelled 
as they are pronounced. Devanagari, being a script for 
writing, and not a language in and of itself, is also used for 
writing several other modern languages, such as Hindi and 
Marathi. A complete phonology of the Devanagari  devngr 
script can be found in many sources (prajulI 2035: 9-21), so the 
following simple overview is not meant to be complete in any 
way. For a complete description of Devanagari  devngr for 
learning purposes, please refer to the bibliography, where 
there are several excellent and thorough books that cover the 
description fully (x⁄r 1991: 1) (Shrivastava 1962: 3-16).   

Transliterated Nepali text (i.e. devnagrI devngr ) will 
be denoted by the use of a times-latin font, such as the word 
nwpalI being transliterated as nepl. The brief introduction to 
the Devanagari  devngr script is provided for an overview 
to the pronunciations that are meant to be represented. 
Conjunct characters, where multiple characters are joined 
together in unique patterns, are not covered in the description 
at this time. The transliteration can be used to determine the 
constituent characters formed in those Devanagari  devngr
 conjuncts.
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Vowels ßvr vNR svr  vrN:
With the vowels below, you can see that the stand-

alone symbol for each vowel sound is given with its 
conjuncted form in parenthesis. When used to modify the ö 
v sound of a given consonant5 the parenthetical form 
described below is used. The full form of the vowel (not in 
parenthesis) is used at either the beginning of a word, as the 
initial sound, or in a conjunction of several vowels in a vowel 
cluster.

Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel

å  åa ( a )  ^ ( i  )  ^R  (  I ) 
¨ (   u )  Ë (   U  )   ´  (  e ) e é (  E ) 

åo ( o ) o åO ( O )  å Å  å: h

Transliterations vNaR~tr  vrNntr:
 - å - is the  sound in the English words adult and mutt.
 - åa (a)  - is the  sound in the English word father.
  - ^ ( i  )  - is the  sound in the English words keel, meal, 

peal, and real, but a little shorter than the English.
  - ^R  (  I ) - is the  sound in the English words steal, meal, 

peal, and real.
 - ¨ (  u) - is the  sound in the English words moo, two, 

through, and zoo.
 -  Ë (  U ) - is the  sound in the English words blue and do. A 

little longer than the English sound.
e - ´  (   e) -  is the e sound in the English words pet, vet, let, 

and set.
 - é (  E ) -  is the  sound in the English words light and tight. 
o - åo ( o ) -  is the o sound in the English word buffalo.
 - åO ( O ) -  is the  sound in the English words thou, cow, 

plow, and now.

5 Viz. Consonants √yÙjn vNR vyVjn vrN (p. 17).
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Consonants  √yÙjn vNR vyVjn vrN :

The following consonant sounds below are the full 
character for each sound, which includes a built-in, 
terminating ö v (sound of ). The terminating ö v sound 
can be modified by using either the letter's half-symbol, the 
addition of a hlt hlnt, also known as ivram vrm (used to 
indicate that the inherent vowel sound is not to be 
pronounced), or using a conjunct character (as is extensively 
described in other materials) (x⁄r 1991: 1), or by adding on any 
of the vowel ßvr vNR svr vrN sounds (except for an a sound, 
which is built into each letter) (prajulI 2023: 1-20).  

Unaspirated Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated Unaspirated

Glottal 

kˆQY 
kNy   

k k K K g g G G ™ Ĥ

Affricative 
tal√y 
tlvy

c  C ĩ j j J J X Y

Retroflex 
mUDR~y 
mrDny

q q Q  \ w |  N N

Dental 
d~†y 
dnty

t t T T d d D D n n

Labial 

åoΩQY 
oƋy 

p p P P b b B B m m

y y r r l l v v
x  z Ƌ s s h h

Note: all consonant letter combinations in transliteration 
containing a terminating h will be aspirated.
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Glottal kˆQY kNy  Transliterations vNaR~tr  vrNntr:
k - k -  is the k sound in the English words kill  and peak.
K - K -  is the K sound in the English words care, cryptic, 

current, and copayment, but a bit more aspirated.
g - g - is the g sound in the English words group, greet, 

groom, and growl.
G - G -  is the G sound in the English words ghost, gout, 

gosh, and goose, but a bit more aspirated.
Ĥ - ™ -  is the ng sound in the English words rung, stung, 

sung, and rang.
h - h -  is the h sound in the English words.

Affricative tal√y tlvy Transliterations vNaR~tr  vrNntr :
 - c -  is the ĩ sound in the English words chore and 

choice.
ĩ - C -  is the aspirated ĩ sound in the English words

choosy, cheesy, cheer, and chum
j - j -  is the j sound in the English words juice, jury, judge, 

and jamb.
J - J -  is the J sound in the English words Joe, Jesus

Juno and Jupiter, but a bit more aspirated.
Y - X -  is the ng sound in the English words jingle, and 

Pringles.
 - x -  is the  sound in the English words shop, show, and 

shave. In speech this is tyically pronounced as a s 
sound.

y - y -  is the y sound in the English words yield, yank, and 
young. This is normally pronounced as a type of e 
vowel sound.
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Retroflex mUDR~y mrDny Transliterations vNaR~tr  vrNntr :

The following retroflex sounds are made by rolling the tongue 
into the back of the mouth. 

q - q - this is a retroflex q sound. 
 - Q - this is an aspirated   sound.
w - \ -  this is a retroflex w sound. 
 - | - this is an aspirated retroflexed  sound. 
N - N -  this is a retroflex N sound. 
Ƌ - z -  is a retroflex  sound. 
r - r -  is the r sound in the English words ripe, real, and 

rude.

Dental d~†y dnty Transliterations vNaR~tr  vrNntr :
d - d -  is the d sound in the English words do, democratic, 

door, and doom.
D - D -  is the D sound in the English words rude, food, 

crude, and dude. This is the aspirate letter of d d.
t - t -  is the t sound in the English words tool, toes, tea, and 

tune.
T - T -  is the T sound in the English words thought, think, 

and thesis. This is the aspirate letter of t t.
n - n -  is the n sound in the English words normal, nice and 

think.
s - s -  is the s sound in the English words fuss, cuss, sip, 

and stop.
l - l -  is the l sound in the English words learn, lewd, and 

leap.
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Labial åoΩQY oƋy  Transliterations vNaR~tr  vrNntr :
p  -  p -  is the p sound in the English words Peter, Paul, and 

Pam.
P - P -  is the aspirated P sound in the English words 

phoney, figure, and force.
b  - b -  is the b sound in the English words beach, boys, and 

business.
B  -  B -  is the aspirated B sound in the English words 

boat, beautiful, and bat.
m  -  m -  is the m sound in the English words meat, Moses, 

and Matt.
v  - v -  is the v sound in the English words wiggle, was, and 

wink. However, this may be heard many times 
pronounced as a b sound.
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Pronunciation 

¨çcarN rN  

Nepali is a diglossic language (Mathews 1987: iii), 

where the speakers of Nepali typically "do not pronounce 

all words exactly as written" (Adhikari 1988: i). The 

pronunciation for spoken Nepali is not very different from 

the written in many cases and follow most the patterns 

and rules listed below. However, some places and people, 

especially those that do not speak Nepali as their first 

language, may have a variety of accents, colloquialisms or 

other inflections that can make the spoken Nepali very 

dissimilar to the written and literary Nepali language 

(åacayR 2031: å-å:, 100-105). 

The following rules are thus also not meant to 

apply to everyone or all situations, where various other 

cultural, religious, political or socio-linguistic pronunciation 

rules may apply. Nor is the following pronunciation rule-

set below meant to be exhaustive, since many influences 

and accents exist in the pronunciation of Nepali. Careful 

observation and learning amongst native Nepali speakers 

can obviously help in determining the proper 

pronunciation rules to use with those speakers. 
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Main pronunciation rules:

• The characters v v and b b are both pronounced b b for 
Sanskrit based vocabulary, where a non-Sanskrit word 
with a v v in it will more likely have the v v sound remain 
intact. An example of where the sound remains intact is: 
vkIl vkl (lawyer).

• The characters x , z Ƌ and s s are all typically simply 
pronounced s s. 

• Two consonant characters together in the beginning of a 
word can have an ^ (i )  sound added in front. For 
example, ßkul skl (school) may become ^ßkul skl  and 
ßpΩq (clear, visible) may become ^ßpΩq spƋq.

• Two consonant characters together can have the vowel 
after the consonant cluster inserted in between the two 
consonant sounds. For example, kZ kri may become ikr kir.

• A final y y in a word may be pronounced as a short ´ (  e) e 
sound.

• A final yo yo in a word may be pronounced as an åo ( o ) o 
sound.

• ^ ( i  )  / ^R  (  I )   and ¨ (  u)  / ¨ (  U )   are not usually 
differentiated between in pronunciation.
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A Brief History of the Nepali Language 

nwpalko ^ithas Coqo >pma neplko ths Coqo rpm

Overview

Nepali nwpalI nepl  is the official language of Nepal, 

though it is also widely spoken along the Himalayan mountain 

areas as a common medium of communication, or lingua 

franca (Bandhu 1989: 121). Nepali is also considered one of 

the national languages of India6 and is found in many places, 

including Darjeeling, the Indian state of Assam, as well as 

internationally in Hong Kong, England, America and 

elsewhere (Shrivastava 1962: xiii).  Nepali,  in its use as a 

lingua franca in these and other locations, can cross ethnic, 

linguistic and political  boundaries, where-ever Nepali sub-

cultures exist (Regmi 1969: 26-27). 

 Nepali has been known by many names throughout its 

history and development, including Gorkhali (the language of 

the people of Gorkha), Khas, Khas Kura, Parvati or Parbatiya 

(prajUlI 2023: 314). Only within the last two hundred years of 

political control of Nepal has the language come to be known 

as Nepali nwpalI nepl  (meaning literally ‘of Nepal’7). Also for 

approximately two centuries (at least since the unification of 

Nepal under Prithvi Narayan Shah in 1768) the name 

Gorkhali  goKaRlI gorKl  (meaning literally ‘of Gorkha’) has 

6 Viz. http://indiaimage.nic.in/languages.htm or 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_languages_of_India

7 Viz. multiple derivation ti„ta~t tdDtnt word formation (p. 192).
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been used to refer to the Nepali Language (Shrivastava 1962: 

xiii), since it is the language from the goKaRgorK area that 

Prithvi Narayan Shah used for his policies of unification for 

Nepal (Hutt 1997: 4). The first noted printed, literary use of 

the name Nepali as the name for the language was made by 

Ayton in a book entitled A Grammar of the Nepali Language, 

published in 1820. 

The two names for Nepali in common use until the rise 

of a print culture in Nepal, starting with the Gorkha Bhasha 

Prakashini Samiti (The Gorkha Language Publishing 

Committee) changing its name in 1930 to the Nepali 

Prakashini Samiti, were the names Gorkhali (of Gorkha) and 

Gorkha Bhasha (Gorkha Language). Since that date the 

name 'Nepali' has come to be internationally known. In the 

print culture in Nepal, however, a continued prevalence for 

the older name Gorkhali can be seen in such titles as 

Gorkhali (1816), Gorkha Mitra (1924), Gorkha Samsar (1926), 

Gorkha Sevak (1935) and Gorkha (1945) (Hutt 1991: 33). 

Those residing in the Gangetic plains of India and the Teri of 

Nepal, however, still commonly refer to Nepali as Pahadi pha\I 
phw (the language of the hills) (Shrivastava 1962: xiii). 

Clark (1957) also used the term Pahadi, but as a further 

catch-all category for many of the other languages found in 

the hill regions of the Himalayas, including Nepali. 
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The Languages of Nepal

Of the estimated eighteen million inhabitants of Nepal 

more than fifty languages are spoken, with thirty-six 

languages having more than five thousand speakers, though 

some are quickly approaching extinction (Bandhu 1989: 122). 

These Nepalese languages represent the Indo-European, 

Tibeto-Burmese, Dravidian and Austro-Asiatic language 

family branches (Regmi 1969: 15-17). While according to the 

National Census of 198110 58.4% of the total population of 

Nepal speak Nepali as their first language it is possible that 

up to 80% of the total population of Nepal speak Nepali as 

bilinguals, with other languages as their mother tongues. 

Nepali, apart from everything else it is, has also been used as 

a tool of Nepalese nationalism (Hutt 1986: 1) (Hutt 1991: 2) 

(Vaidya, Manandhar & Joshi 1973: 13). Thus, the modern 

national identity of Nepal is in many ways intrinsically tied to 

the Nepali language, where it is has been the main medium 

for education, politics, literary expression and commerce in 

Nepal. 

The seven largest ethnic languages of Nepal with their 

relative numbers of speakers follow below8. 
Nepali 8,767,361
Maithili 1,668,300
Bhojpuri 1,142,802
Tharu 545,685
Tamang 522,416
Newari 448,746
Gurung 545,685

8 Data was taken from the 1981 National Census of Nepal. 
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History

Nepali is an Indo-Aryan language related to Sanskrit 

(prajUlI 2023: 314-316) (Shrivastava 1962: xiii) (Lehmann 1962: 

21) (|kal 2044:1), though with many other  influences, including 

those of Dravid, Kirata and Austric origin (Chatterji: 4) (Regmi 

1969: 15-16). The Nepali language is related to Sanskrit 

through a group of languages known by many early scholars 

as Prakrit (a kind of mass language), or as Old and Middle 

Indo-Asian (Shrivastava 1962: xv-xvi). Nepali has potentially 

also "been developing [independently] for at least 700 years, 

perhaps longer..." (Gaige 1975: 108). Possibly even as early 

as 356 A.D., where an early version of Nepali was used in a 

royal deed gifting the northwestern region of Jumla that 

borders Tibet (Acharya: 268).

Nepali, according to legend (dahal 2044: 7), is derived 

from the interactions of the Khas and the Kirant peoples 

where the Khas people were caucasoid and spoke an Indo-

European language, while the Kirant people were mongoloid 

and spoke a Tibeto-Burmese language (such as Newari) 

(Shrivastava 1962: xiv) (dahal 2044: 8). They originated from 

opposite ends of the Himalayan Mountain range and both had 

drastically different cultures and lifestyles. The Khas tribes 

dominated the regions bordering the Himalayas, where they 

were politically active and had consolidated by the twelfth 

century, as is referred  to in the religious texts of the 

Shrimadbhaagavatam and Manusmriti (Acharya 1990: 268). 

The language of the Khas people then slowly spread as a 
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language of commerce throughout a fairly large area, from 

Assam in the east to Kashmir in the west (Bista: 7). 

The Nepali language is thought to have been derived 

from the speech of the Khas (Malla) kings in the western 

region of Nepal during the 12th century (Acharya 1990: 268) 

(prajUlI 2023: 314) (Hutt 1997: 3). Inscriptions of Laxmi Nrisimha 

Malla (1641 AD) and Jaya Pratap Malla (1670 AD) indicate 

that a form of the Khas (Nepali) language was also thriving in 

its use within the Kathmandu Valley by the mid-sixteenth 

century, even though 70-90% of those in the valley spoke 

Newari as a first language (Shrivastava 1962: xv). The Malla 

kingdom, in its eastward expansion, by the end of the 

fourteenth century had begun to spread its influence further 

outward (dahal 2044: 8). 

It was during the gradual spreading of the Khas 

kingdom that Nepali speech probably encountered and 

absorbed much in the way of its vocabulary (Shrivastava 

1962: xiv), though this process continues as an active 

language (Shrivastava 1962: xvi-xviii). Nepali vocabulary was 

enlarged and enriched, its grammar more standardized, and 

some of its phonology softened (Bandhu 1989: 124), perhaps 

due to an "integration of peoples, religious cultures, 

languages and lifestyles" (Bista 1979: 7). The Malla kings 

also promoted and encouraged cultural activities, such as the 

writing of dramas in which they even sometimes enjoyed 

taking active roles (Vaidya: 261, 298). Even early scholarly 
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attitudes and cultural toleration in the area are described by 

travelers to the region, such as that observed by the Chinese 

traveler Yuan Chawng during his stay in Nepal from 620-645 

A.D. (Shrivastava 1962: xvi). 

In this ongoing manner, the Khas language (eventually 

to be labled as Nepali) became more standardized, and was 

adopted as the lingua franca, especially for trade, for a 

diverse non-Nepali speaking population (Sharma 1993: 130). 

Further, it was a deciding point in history when Prithvi 

Narayan Shah, the king of Gorkha (the small but expanding 

Khas kingdom to the west of Kathmandu) invaded the 

Kathmandu valley, unified Nepal, and made Kathmandu the 

capital of his newly united kingdom in 1768 (dahal 2044: 140). 
From that point on, the Khas language, also known as 

Gorkhali, became the de facto national language. At that time 

the Khas language came to be the court language for all 

government administration, in lieu of the Newari language 

which had been the main language spoken in the Kathmandu 

valley until that time (Bista 1979: 11). Then, in the middle of 

the eighteenth century, Nepali became the national language 

for a unified state of Nepal (Hutt 1997: 4-5). 
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Nepali Vocabulary Types 
nwpalI x∫dka ikism nepl ŉbdk kisim

•...yI Bazah> haío laig åakaxka tara JE# su`~dr Cn ≥ jsrI 
åakaxka tarah>ko bIcma ´¨qa c~’ma hu~C, jsko ∆yoitma smßt jgt 
¨∆vl B´ko hu~C, QIk †ysE grI yI Baza>pI tarah>ko bIcma pin ´¨qa 
c~’ma C, †yo ho nwpalI Baza ≥ ¶ (sm: 79)(prajulI 2044: 16)

”...y BShar hmrolgi kŉk tr J sundar Can. jasar kŉk trhar
ko bcm euq candram huncha, jsko jyotim samasta jagat ujval Bayeko huncha, Qk  
tyasai gar y BSrp trharko bcm pani euq candram Ca, tyo ho nepl BS.”  
(sama: 79) (parjul 2044: 16)

“...these languages [of Nepal] for us are as beautiful as stars of the 
sky. Just as amidst the stars of the sky there is one moon which has the 
entire world in its light, in this precise manner these language-forms are 
also amongst the stars. That is the Nepali language.”    
- Balakrishna Sama

The origin of most of the nwpalI nepl language’s core 
vocabulary is said to come from the Sanskrit s#ßkft sskRt 9, but 
with some importation of vocabulary on an 'as needed' basis 
from other local or foreign languages (|kal 2044:1). 
Incorporation of words of either foreign or domestically 
different origin into nwpalI nepl, as well as reciprocally from 
nwpalI nepl into those various other languages, has had 
tremendous impact over time specifically on the vocabularies 
of the many languages scattered throughout the Himalayan 
region of which nwpal nepl is a part. These outer influences 
have evolved the nwpalI nepl language in a direction clearly 
away from its origins in Sanskrit s#ßkft sskRt (Bandhu 1989: 
124).

9 The Indo-Aryan language family that gave forth such other languages as 
Hindi, Maithili and Gujarati (Schmidt, ix).
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Many of the words that are incorporated into nwpalI nep
l are considered to undergo radical change by being 
exposed to the Nepalese way of expression (and 
pronunciation). 

nwpalI nepl grammars differentiate between two basic 
types of words in Nepali, known as mOilk molk and åag~tuk 
gntk (|kal 2044:2) (prajUlI 2023: 17).

1) mOilk molk vocabulary comprises those words which it 
considers to be borrowed directly from Sanskrit  s#ßkft s
skRt.  This  is  by  far  the  most  extensive  category  of 
Nepalese vocabulary (prajUlI 2023: 21). 

mOilk molk vocabulary are further divided into:
A. t†sm ttsm - those words that have been borrowed 

directly  with  little,  if  any,  change  phonemically, 
generally  from  Sanskrit  s#ßkft sskRt  (|kal  2044:2) 
(prajUlI 2023: 21).

B. tÆv tdBv - those words that have been derived 
or  have  undergone  some  type  of  change 
phonemically in coming into nwpalI nepl (|kal 2044:2) 
(prajUlI 2023: 21).

2) åag~tuk gntk vocabulary are words that have come into 
Nepali from languages other than Sanskrit s#ßkft sskRt, many 
times  through  Hindi  or  another  of  the  'Prakrit'  languages 
(prajUlI 2023: 21).  

 åag~tuk gntk vocabulary are also further divided into:
A. t†sm ttsm words which are called åpirvitRt privrtt 

vocabulary.
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B. tÆv  tdBv words which are called pirvitRt privrtt, 
and which are derived or modified before being 
incorporated into Nepali.
Listed below are examples of these categories of 

words that have been incorporated into nwpalI nepl either as 
mOilk molk vocabulary in t†sm ttsm as tÆv tdBv, or as 
åag~tuk gntk vocabulary in åpirvitRt privrtt or pirvitRt p
rivrtt categories (prajUlI 2023: 17-23).

1) mOilk molk  words of Sanskrit s#ßkft sskRt origin 
that have come into Nepali nwpalI nepl  comprise about 80% 
of Nepali’s entire vocabulary (Acharya 1990: 271) (prajUlI 2023: 
21).

A) Examples of some Sanskrit s#ßkft t†sm sskRt ttsm 
vocabulary in Nepali (prajUlI 2023: 20):
å˛ nn grain
å#x ŉ part
åœr  kĩr letter of the alphabet
åakax kŉ sky
åa†ma tm  soul, heart
åavkax vkŉ recess niche
^R≈vr ŉvar God
¨”og dyog industry
klx klŉ a metallic vessel with a narrow neck
kiv kv a poet
œe“  kĩetr field
guN  gN quality
c~dÂ  ĩndr moon
jgt  jgt earth
jl  jl water
˙an  gyn wisdom
tpßya tpsy religious penance
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dya  dy kindness, mercy
data dt giver
dev dev deity
p“  ptr a letter
pap pp sin
Pl Pl fruit, result
balk  blk boy
buiÁ bdD intelligence
mit mt opinion, understanding
muin mn below
vzaR  brƋ precipitation
iv”a vdy learning
iv»an vdvn a scholar
ixœa ŉkĩ education

B) Some examples of Sanskrit s#ßkft tÆv sskRt tdBv 
vocabulary in nwpalI nepl follow below. For comparison each 
word is listed first in its original Sanskrit s#ßkft sskRt form 
followed by its tÆv tdBv word in nwpalI nepl (prajUlI 2023:20-
21).
åÇu ŉr - åasu s tears
åakax kŉ - åakas ks sky
åaza| ƋW - åsar sr the month of sr
kNR krN - kan kn ear
kaΩQ kƋ - kaQ k wood
kIq kq - kIra kr insect
œN kĩN - iCn ĩn   moment
guN gN - gun gn  quality
Äam grm - ga Å̈ g village
cE“ tr -  cEt t the month of t
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C“ ĩtr - Cata ĩt chest, breast
∆yeΩQ jyeƋ - jeQo jeo  eldest
itÃ tkt - tIto tto  bitter
tI∑N tkĩN - tIKo tKo   sharp
d~t dnt - daÅt dt  teeth
idvs dvs - id Å̈so  evening
dUvaR drv - dUbo dblo a sacred grass
Duil Dl - Dulo Dlo dust
nayk nyk - na^kw nke  leader
naiska nsk - nak nk  nose
pÀ pN - paÅc p  five
p“ ptr - pat pt   leaf
Buim Bm - Bû Å B  floor, ground
m†ßy mtsy - maCo mĩo fish
y˙ ygy - j©go jggo  offering in the fire
yuÁ ydD - juÁ jdD  fight
rÃ rkt - rgt rgt  blood
rÃ rkt - rato rto  red
rai“  rtr - rait rt  night
irÃ rkt - ir–o rtto empty
>œ rkĩ - >Ko rKo rough, coarse
lœN lkĩN - liçCn lĩn symptoms, 

features, 
characteristics

vn vn - bn bn forest
ÇavN ŉrvN - sa¨n sn the month of sn
≈vas ŉvs - sas ss  breath
saDarN sDrN - saDarn sDrn ordinary, usual
suyR sry - sujRe  srje sun
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ßTan sTn - Tan Tn  place
ßTUl sTl - QUlo lo  big
ßpΩq spƋq - ékq prkt clear, obvious
hs hs - haÅs hs  laugh
ihm hm - ih Å̈ h snow
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Much of the tÆv tdBv vocabulary arrived into nwpalI 
nepl via a group of languages called Prakrit, which in turn 
originally  borrowed  the  words  from  Sanskrit  s#ßkft sskRt 
(prajUlI  2023:  21).  This  added to the changes in spelling and 
pronunciation more than for  t†sm ttsm vocabulary  (prajUlI 
2023: 17-18). 

Some examples of how these loanwords were 
changed while coming into nwpalI nepl are given below 
(prajUlI 2023: 21-23).

Sanskrit 
s#ßkft 
sskRt

Prakrit
éakft 

prkRt

Nepali
nwpalI 

nepl

Translation 
ånuvad 
nvd

åi©n gn åi©g gg åago go fire

å” dy å∆j jj åaj j today

kayR kry k∆j kjj kaj kj work

gµBIr gmBr ghro ghro gihro ghro deep

Gftm GRtm iGå G iG¨ G clarified 
butter

ctudRx trdŉ c¨‰hddh cODD fourteen

tWlm tlm te¬l tell tel tel oil

du©D dgD duÁ ddD duD dD milk

bignI Bgn bihNI bhN bihnI bhn little sister

vÁ vdD bu\`|o bwWo bU|o bWo old man

iv”ut vdyt iv∆ju vjj ibjulI bjl electricity

sπt spt s– stt sat st seven

ßtµB stmB TµB TmB Tam Tm support post

hßt hst h†T htT hat ht hand
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 mOilk mlk  t†sm ttsm and tÆv tdBv verb i¡ya kr
y forms that have come into nwpalI nepl from Sanskrit as 
t†sm ttsm and tÆv tdBv include examples such as the 
following:

A) t†sm ttsm verbs, as one can see in the examples below, 
are made directly from the Sanskrit verbal stem by simply 
adding  standard nwpalI nepl vebal suffixes to it (prajUlI 2023: 
23).

Sanskrit 
s#ßkft 
sskRt

Nepali 
nwpalI 

nepl

Translation 

ånuvad 
nvd

Kwl Kel - Kwlit Kelt Kwl Kel - Kw¬C Kelĩ he, she, it 
plays

cr r - crit rt cr r - cCR rĩ he, she, it 
grazes

Pl Pl - Plit Plt Pl Pl - P¬C Plĩ he, she, it 
throws

rc r - rcyit ryt rc r - rçC rĩ  he, she, it 
composes, 
invents, 
creates
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B)  tÆv tdBv verbs  are  derived  from either  the  Prakrit 
dialects or from Sanskrit by decidedly taking some part of the 
original verbal stem, modifying some portion of it, and then 
adding the nwpalI nepl verbal suffixes (prajUlI 2023: 20-21).

Prakrit
éakft 

prkRt

Nepali 
nwpalI 

nepl

Translation 
ånuvad 
nvd

Ka K - Ka^ K Ka K - Ka~C Knĩ he, she, it 
eats

Co\ ĩow - Co\^ ĩow Co\ ĩow - Co\C 
ĩowĩ

he, she, it 
leaves

Jr Jr - Jr^ Jr Jr Jr - JCR Jrĩ he, she, it 
falls

Puq Pq - Pu^ P Puq Pq - PuqC Pqĩ he, she, it is 
in pieces, 
has holes

jaN jN - jaN^ jN jan jn - ja~C jnĩ he, she, it 
goes

p\ pD - p\^ pD pr pr - pCR prĩ he, she, it 
falls

ho ho - ho^ ho hu h - hu~C hnĩ  he, she, it is
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Sanskrit 
s#ßkft 
sskRt

Nepali 
nwpalI 

nepl

Translation 
ånuvad 
nvd

kµp kmp 

- kµpitkmpt
kaÅp kp 

- kaπC kpĩ
he shakes, 
trembles

da d - ddait ddt id d - id~C dnĩ he gives

BN Bn - BNit Bnt Bn Bn 
- B~C Bnĩ

he says

vh vh - vhit vht bh bh 

- bh~C  bhnĩ
it flows 
down, is 
windy

hs hs - hsit hst haÅs hs 
- haÅßC hsĩa

he laughs

2) åag~tuk  gntk Vocabulary 
 There are two types of åag~tuk gntk words: åpirvitRt 
prvrtt  (those that are incorporated more-or-less 
unchanged) and pirwvitRt prvrtt  (those that are incorporated 
after having been changed somehow)(prajUlI 2023:22). åpirvitRt 
prvrtt  and pirwvitRt prvrtt  vocabularies both have 
certain inherent variations from their original languages due 
to the use of nwpalI nepl phonetic patterns over those of 
foreign origin. Thus the following word examples reflect nwpalI 
nepl spellings and usages and do not necessarily coincide 
with each language’s own phonemic and phonetic system 
(prajUlI 2023: 22-23).
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A) åpirvitRt prvrtt  vocabulary

1) From Hindi (prajUlI 2023: 22):
åguva gv guide, leader
åQ˛I nn an old eight anna weight
kçc k raw, unripe
k~jus knjs miser, stingy
K‰r Kddr handwoven coarse cotton 

cloth
g‰I gdd cushion
jo\a jow pair, couple
cok ok square, courtyard
tIj tj festival
ithar thr  Festival of lights

2) From Urdu, Arabic and Farsi (prajUlI 2023: 22). 

åkbr kbr Emperor Akbar
ådalt dlt court of justice
å~daô nd aproximately
åmIr mr rich, wealthy
^nam nm prize, reward
^¾ôt t dignity, honor
karbar krbr business, occupation
ikÑayt kfyt savings,economy,frugality
KUb Kb very, much
gdRn grdn back of the neck
órIb grb  poor
ômIn mn land
ijrh jrh cross-examination
julUs jls a procession, march
tjbIô tjb arrangements, 
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consideration
tlb tlb wages
tarIÑ trf praise, applause
drKaßt drKst a formal prayer
drbar drbr palace
du>ßt drst exactly the same
dOlt dlt wealth, property
inxana nŉn  mark, sign, badge
pwxa peŉ profession
Ñjul fjl unnecessary, useless
ÑOj fj an army regiment
b~dibßt bndbst arrangements
maÑ mf excuse
mui≈kl mŉkl difficult
roôgar rogr occupation, trade
layk lyk worthy
xhr ŉhr city
snd snd  diploma, certificate
srkar srkr government
srdar srdr headman, leader
slam slm salute
svar svr a rider, driver
sval svl question
saibt sbt proved, established
haiôr hr present, ready, in 

attendance
hEôa h cholera
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3) From English (prajUlI 2023: 22):
^~c n  inch
koq koq coat
i˚lp klp clip
cwk ek check
\Âa^Br wrBr driver
i\ÄI wgr degree
nsR nrs nurse
pas ps  pass
Pl Pl full
Puq Pq foot
Poqo Poqo photo
mb mb mob
bE⁄ bĤk bank
maßtr mstr master
mIΩqr msqr mister
rbr rbl rubber
rwi\yo reDyo radio
so\a sow soda
ßqexn sqeŉn station 
ho¬\r holwr holder
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4) From o ther various languages (prajUlI 2023: 22-23):          
Portuguese: 
p¬qn plqn soldier mercenary
illam llm auction

Latin:
ippa pp laborer, barrel, cask 

Turkish: 
glE#ca gl carpet
top top cannon
lax lŉ dead body, carcass
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5) From languages found within Nepal (prajUlI 2023: 23): 
Newari  :  
Kapa Kp pile, layer 
caku  k knife
Ôyal Jl  window
|oka Wok door
psl psl shop
pacukw pke wrap, belt
is~kI snk fermented raddish

Tibetan:
Kµba Kmb post, piller
ijµbu  jmb spice
doca do Tibetan  rope shoes
paKI pK rug
b˚Ku bK woolen vest
ra\I rw rug
lama lm Lama, Monk
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Magar:
åale  le Magar subgroup
gu>‹ grĤg Gurung
jaÅ\ jw Nepalese beer
tama™ tmĤ Tamang
mgr mgr  Magar
r˚sI rks Whiskey
laπcw lpe  Magar subgroup

Gurung:
KupaR Krp small shovel
Gle Gle   Gurung subgroup
Gum Gm travel around
Tu~sw Tnse Gurung subgroup

Tamang:
iGis™ GsĤ Tamang subgroup
\µPu wmP tribal drum
çya™ba yĤb little brother
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B) pirvitRt prvrt t Vocabulary

From Indian Languages (prajUlI 2023: 22):
åcµma mm - åcµm mm surprise
gaµCa gmĩ - gµCa gmĩ handkerchief, towel
Gu\kI Gwk - GukIR Grk threat, menace
Jap\ Jpw - Japq Jpq  slap
jlebI jleb - ij¬PI jlP sweetmeat 
Qokr okr - Q˚kr kkr competition, 

collison

From Urdu, Arabic and Farsi (prajUlI 2023: 22-23):
åaÈn n - éna n mirror

åamdnI mdn - åaµdanI mdn income, profit

^¬m  lm - ^lm lm knowledge

kvayd kvyd - kvaj kvj military training

ikla kl - ik¬la kll fort

grm grm - gmIR grm warm

gulab glb - gulaP glP  rose

gWr gr - gyl gyl absent

calak lk - claK lK clever

jvab jvb - jvaP jvP   answer

ô∫t bt - jPt jPt confiscation

jgh jgh - j©ga jgg  land

tWnat tnt - TEnaT TnT appointment, 

authority

nOkr nkr - nokr nokr servant

ÑkR Prk - Prk Prk different

iÑ¡ Pkr - iP¡I Pkr worry, anxiety 

bajar bjr - bjar bjr   brass oil lamp,market
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xaiml ŉml - samel smel  gathered together, 

united, assembled

istar str - istara str    Sitar

h∏ta hP - hπta hpt week 

hva hv - hava hv  wind

3) From English (prajUlI 2023: 23): 
^yir™ yrĤ - yailR™ ylrĤ earring

˚yaπqen kypqen - kπtan kptn captain

jnrl jnrl - jnwRl gernel  general   

iqkwq qkeq- iqkq qkq ticket 

\˚qr wkqr - \a˚qr wktr  doctor     

prw\ prew - prwQ pre parade 

ibleq bleq - ib¬qI blq billet

êx brŉ - bu>s brs brush

iminq mnq - imnwq mneq minute 

From other various languages (prajUlI 2023: 23): 
åalmairyo lmryo - åalmarI lmr chest, almirah

kaquRs krqs - katoRs ktors cartridge

kWcI k - kW#cI k sissors

c˚mak kmk - ckmk kmk flin ts tone

qobwko qobeko - tmaKu tmK tobacco
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The Nepali Parts of Speech 
nwpalI x∫dka Bed  nepl bdk Bed

There are many types of words that exist in most 
languages, and nwpalI nepl is no exception (|kal 2044: 12). And, 
since words are the basic building blocks in any expression of 
thought, feeling or action, verbalized or written, the types of 
words that exist in nwpalI nepl is a good place to begin a good 
description of the same. Grammar, after all, is the application 
of the rules regulating usage and expression of each type of 
word in a form that creates the expression or thought, feeling 
or action (prajUlI 2023: 25). 

In nwpalI nepl there are two main types of words (ivkarI 
vkr and åivkarI vkr) , and each type of word has several 
sub-components that comprise that type (prajUlI 2023: 25). 

Examples of the Two Types of nwpalI nepl Words:

1) ivkarI vkr  are words that are normally inflected for case, 

number, gender, person, tense, voice and/or mood. 
Nouns naimkpd nmkpd
Pronouns svRnam srvnm
Adjectives ivxezN veƋn
Verbs i¡yapd  krypd

    Examples: 
    ivxezN  veƋN  Adjective: 

   rato rto red

ratopn  rtopn redness 

rata (pl) rt red (or 'after sunset')
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    svRnam  srvnm  Pronoun:

   m   m I

mEMle mle by me

mlaÈ ml to/for me 
mma mm on/on me

mero mero my/mine (m)

2) åivkarI vkr are words that are unchanging and normally 

remain uninflected. This category in grammar is termed å√yy 
vyy (immutable).

Adverbials i¡yayogI  kryyog  

Nominal Helpers namyogI  nmyog

Conjunctives sMyojk  sVyojk

Particles inpat  npt 

Exclamatory Words ivßmyaid  vsmyd

Some examples of åivkarI vkr vocabulary include: 

åin n and then

åaj j today  

åoho oho an exclamation of surprise

itr tr toward  

ivßtarE vstr slow/slowly 
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